
The Nuclear Revolution 

 

orget melt-down nuclear accidents; forget nuclear waste; forget massive and 
expensive installations.  Welcome to new ‘walk-away safe’ reactors, able to 

reprocess all existing waste (which is not waste at all), with many modular units 
small enough to load on the back of a truck.  Welcome to clean “emissions-free” 24/7 
base-load electricity at a price something likely to be between 3.5 to 5 cents per 
kWh.  Welcome to new reactors that are not water-cooled; that operate at normal 
atmospheric pressure – so, goodbye elaborate cooling systems and huge 
‘containment domes’.  Goodbye also to massive cooling towers.  Goodbye to 
Chernobyl/Three Mile Island/Fukushima Daiichi disasters! 

Welcome to reactors that will provide the ability to desalinate large amounts of sea-
water, literally as a free side-benefit (think of what this could mean with a few 
strategically-placed pipelines to supply fresh water to our inland); and by the way, 
such reactors don’t need to be by the sea – Woop Woop could have its’ own out in 
the dry back-of-beyond! 

Welcome to much-smaller, more compact, and much more efficient generators 
that don’t use water-produced steam, but rather use “closed-loop” contained-gas 
technology.  Welcome now to the ability to ‘harvest’ valuable isotopes produced in 
the fission process progressively – something completely impossible with the 
present “old-fashioned” light water reactors where these are locked into the fuel rods, 
so can’t be extracted.  Isotopes such as Bismuth 213, which is a very short life 
“Alpha Particle” that is absolutely deadly for killing cancers – even diffuse ones like 
leukaemia, or tricky ones like pancreatic cancer (get that, and it’s a virtual death 
sentence!). 

ut wait!  There’s more!  The ability to crack sea water (any water really), harvest 
CO2 and with electricity what do you get?  The Americans call it ‘gasoline’!  

We are looking at a perfect recycling system: burn this pure, clean fuel (which has 
no ‘nasties’ in it, and with higher energy density than anything that is being refined 
presently from oil), exhaust CO2 back into the atmosphere and thence to be 
reabsorbed back into the oceans.  “Fantasy!”  (Some might think ….)  It’s been 
done already; all that’s required for commercialisation is the energy supply. 

But won’t we run out of uranium, a very expensive and rare element?  Well, the news is that 
although uranium is required to get things underway, that actual fuel will be a 
different, much more common element – as common as dirt actually. 

Now here’s the sad part: the prototype of this type of reactor was tested – 
successfully – at the Oak Ridge Laboratories in Tennessee for over four years, before 
the program was defunded and closed down fifty years ago “for political reasons”!  
And what was one of those reasons?  You can’t make bombs with this type of 
technology! 

And a little footnote: when the Oak Ridge reactor was closed down they 
discovered that there was more fuel than when it started.  The reason?  This is a 
‘breeder’ reactor!  (Try doing all of this with “renewables”!) 
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